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In real magnets the tendency toward ferromagnetism—promoted by exchange coupling—is usually frustrated
by dipolar interaction. As a result, the uniformly ordered phase is replaced by modulated (multidomain) phases,
characterized by different order parameters rather than the global magnetization. The transitions occurring within
those modulated phases and toward the disordered phase are generally not of second-order type. Nevertheless,
strong experimental evidence indicates that a standard critical behavior is recovered when comparatively small
fields are applied that stabilize the uniform phase. The resulting power laws are observed with respect to a
putative critical point that falls in the portion of the phase diagram occupied by modulated phases, in line with
an avoided-criticality scenario. Here we propose a generalization of the scaling hypothesis for ferromagnets,
which explains this observation assuming that the dipolar interaction acts as a relevant field, in the sense of
renormalization group. We corroborate this proposal with analytic and numerical calculations on the 2D Ising
model frustrated by dipolar interaction (isotropic part). Our analysis is directly applicable to thin magnetic films
with out-of-plane anisotropy.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.98.062131
I. INTRODUCTION
The continuous comparison with model experimental sys-
tems has played a crucial role in the development of the theory
of cooperative phenomena. In particular, magnetic systems
have been a suitable playground for the study of second-
order phase transitions. In correspondence to a second-order
phase transition observables follow a power-law behavior as
a function of external parameters. Such a power-law behavior
defines the condition of criticality. The property that different
physical systems may follow the same power laws in the
vicinity of the respective critical points is referred to as
universality of critical exponents [1,2]. Celebrated models
that successfully reproduce this universal aspect of second-
order phase transitions are (normally) based on short-ranged
interactions [2–4]. When applied to the ferromagnetic-to-
paramagnetic phase transition, these textbook cooperative
models are compatible with low-temperature magnetization
curves at thermodynamic equilibrium similar to the discon-
tinuous curve in Fig. 1. The singularity in the magnetiza-
tion curve originates from the very same nonanalyticity that
explains criticality and universality of critical exponents. In
practical cases, the magnetization as a function of the external
field B does not jump from one branch to the other when
B = 0 is crossed: the system rather remains in a metastable
configuration and the curve displays magnetic hysteresis, a
typical out-of-equilibrium phenomenon (Fig. 1). In real mag-
nets the short-ranged exchange interaction, which drives the
establishment of ferromagnetism at low temperature, coexists
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with the long-ranged dipolar interaction. This second interac-
tion generally frustrates the realization of a phase with uni-
form magnetization throughout a sample, consistent with the
Griffiths’ theorem [5,6] for bulk magnets. The compromise
most often encountered in experiments is the occurrence of
a multidomain phase (highlighted by the ellipse in Fig. 1).
The discontinuity marked in Fig. 1 with two bullets on the
equilibrium magnetization curve produced by models with
short-ranged interactions only is replaced by an analytic func-
tion when dipolar interaction is taken into account.
A fundamental question then arises: along with the discon-
tinuity in the equilibrium magnetization curve does dipolar
interaction wipes away the critical behavior as well? In the
following we consider a minimal model and show that the
dipolar interaction acts as a relevant field, in the meaning
of the renormalization group, beside the reduced temperature
and the external B field [2,7]. This description is able to
account for the coexistence of ordinary criticality with an
analytic behavior of the magnetization as a function of B at
every temperature.
In Sec. II, we introduce the model and summurize the main
experimental facts that inspired our study. In Sec. III, we
propose a scaling ansatz that is validated in the forthcoming
sections with a mean-field calculation (Sec. IV), a real-space
renormalization group approach (Sec. V), and Monte Carlo
(MC) simulations (Sec. VI).
II. EXPERIMENTAL FACTS AND THE MODEL
In this paper, we address properties related to thermody-
namic equilibrium with particular focus on the behavior of the
magnetization as a function of the applied field B. Magnetic
hysteresis, usually considered the distinctive feature of the
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FIG. 1. Magnetization m normalized to its saturation value as a
function of B. The solid and dashed lines represent the equilibrium
curves in the absence and in the presence of dipolar interaction,
respectively. The two bullets highlight the nonanalyticity in B = 0
expected only in the first case (see main text). The ellipse highlights
the portion of the dashed curve corresponding to the multidomain
phase, while the arrow indicates the region where standard criticality
(M ∼ B1/δ for T  Tc) is restored. The dot-dashed (blue) curve
represents a prototypical hysteresis: both equilibrium scenarios—
solid and dashed curves—are compatible with hysteresis.
magnetization curve of ferromagnets, is not an equilibrium
phenomenon and is, therefore, beyond our scope. Consistent
with the scenario depicted in the Introduction, the equilibrium
magnetization for a real ferromagnet should behave smoothly
as a function of the B field when the latter passes from
negative to positive values, without displaying any singularity
at any temperature. The experimental validation of this fact
is usually precluded because magnets are normally not able
to relax to the configuration of minimal free energy within the
measurement time. This means that magnetic hysteresis is also
compatible with the vanishing of spontaneous magnetization
at equilibrium prescribed by the Griffith’s theorem, as a
result of dipolar frustration. Together with other coworkers,
we recently reported an experimental study in which the
magnetization of a ferromagnet strongly frustrated by dipolar
interaction was measured in a wide range of temperature
(T ) and applied B field, taking care that hysteretic effects
were negligible [8]. This study was performed on Fe films
epitaxially grown on Cu. For a thickness smaller than three
atomic Fe layers, these films are magnetized out of plane.
In this configuration, the frustrating effect of dipolar interac-
tion against ferromagnetism is maximal because the dipolar
interaction between any pair of magnetic moments in the
film is antiferromagnetic. As a reference model for those
Fe films, we consider a 2D Ising Hamiltonian in which the
usual nearest-neighbor ferromagnetic exchange interaction
competes with an antiferromagnetic interaction decaying with
the third power of the distance. This second term arises from
the isotropic contribution to pairwise dipolar coupling, the
anisotropic contribution vanishing exactly in films magnetized
out of plane. The model Hamiltonian thus reads
H = −J
∑
〈i,j〉
SiSj + g
∑
i =j
SiSj
r3ij
− h
∑
i
Si, (1)
where Si = ±1 are Ising spins disposed on a square lattice,
representing the two out-of-plane directions along which
magnetic moments preferentially point. The first sum runs
over every distinct pair of nearest-neighboring sites (positive
exchange coupling constant J > 0 is assumed henceforth).
The second sum, associated with dipolar interaction with
strength g > 0, runs now over every distinct pair of sites in the
lattice. The last term represents the Zeeman energy h = μB,
with μ magnetic moment. As a result of the competition
between the short- and long-ranged interaction, this model
exhibits modulated phases at low temperatures: striped phases
at zero or small magnetic fields [9,10] and bubble phases at
intermediate fields [11–14]. Due to this feature this model
and its generalized versions, in which the antiferromangetic
coupling decays with a generic exponent α, have been studied
extensively during the last two decades in relation to the
type of order realized in the modulated phases (smectic, Ising
nematic, etc.) or to the possibility of producing self-generated
glassiness [15–17]. The uniform phase can be enforced by
applying a magnetic field larger than a certain threshold
value hc, which is generally temperature dependent [11,18].
Whether some trace of the critical behavior, characterizing not
frustrated models of ferromagnetism, is found in this uniform
phase has eluded scientific interest so far. We remark that in
the frustrated model the global magnetization is not an order
parameter in the conventional understanding of second-order
phase transitions. It is therefore a priori not obvious whether
some critical behavior should be displayed at all in the uni-
form phase obtained when a large enough field is applied. The
experiments on Fe films on Cu confirmed without any doubt
that ordinary criticality indeed occurs in the uniform phase of
a strongly frustrated ferromagnet. In that specific system, the
scaling behavior of the magnetization,
m(τ, B ) = |τ |β F±
(
B
|τ |βδ
)
(2)
(τ = T/Tc − 1), is realized when external fields larger than
a certain temperature-dependent threshold (Bc) are applied
and is consistent with the critical exponents (β, δ) and scaling
functions of the (unfrustrated) 2D Ising model. The threshold
field Bc varies from few Gauss for τ < −0.05 to about 50
Gauss (5 × 10−3 T) around Tc). In the—so-called—Griffiths-
Widom representation power laws are obeyed up to 80 orders
of magnitude [8]. The essence of the experimental obser-
vations on Fe films on Cu was confirmed by Monte Carlo
simulations performed using the Hamiltonian Eq. (1), even if
realistic values of the Hamiltonian parameters could not be
employed. For instance, using a physical value for the ratio
J/g (∼500) would produce magnetic domains of size larger
than the accessible simulation boxes. Therefore, the much
smaller ratio J/g = 10 was used to observe both uniform and
modulated phases in the same simulation. In experiments, the
fields that suffice to stabilize the uniform phase correspond
to a Zeeman energy of the order of 10−5 times J , while
for the parameters used in Monte Carlo simulations these
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fields are about 10−1–10−2 times J (see later on). Differently
from what done in the analysis of experimental results, the
critical exponents of the 2D Ising model were assumed in
the analysis of Monte Carlo results presented in Ref. [8].
Therein, the scaling behavior Eq. (2) was verified adjusting
the putative critical temperature Tc to obtain the maximal
collapsing of simulated data. The critical temperature deduced
in this way showed a linear dependence on the strength of
dipolar coupling g:
Tc,g = Tc,0 − 11.3 g, (3)
where Tc,0 = 2J/(ln(1 +
√
2)) ≈ 2.269 J is the Onsager
critical temperature.
These experimental and numerical facts suggest that the
scaling hypothesis reported in textbooks of magnetism should
be phrased in more general terms.
III. THE SCALING HYPOTHESIS
Both experimental and numerical evidence indicates that
the critical behavior outside the multidomain phase is con-
trolled by the Onsager critical point, i.e., the critical point of
the unfrustrated ferromagnet (g = 0), when g/J 	 1. This
fact provides a valuable hint to set the scaling hypothesis
Eq. (2) in a broader framework. Concretely, it suggests replac-
ing the scaling function F±(x), which depends on a single
variable, by a two-variable scaling function G±(x, y). This
allows accounting for an additional scaling field, parametrized
by the variable u = g/J ; henceforth, that acts as a relevant
field for the unfrustrated critical point (T = Tc,0, B = 0), in
the sense of renormalization group. Hence, we might assume
that the magnetization m(τ, b, u) is a generalized homoge-
neous function satisfying the relation
m(λ1/βτ, λδb, λ1/ωu) = λm(τ, b, u) ∀λ = 0, (4)
where b = h/J = μB/J and ω is a new critical exponent.
When u = 0 we recover the behavior Eq. (2) from Eq. (4).
Choosing λ1/ωu = 1, we obtain the scaling form
m(τ, b, u) = uωG±
( |τ |
uω/β
,
b
uωδ
)
, (5)
where ± refers to τ > 0 or τ < 0, respectively. The scaling
functions G±(x, y) must satisfy some particular asymptotic
behaviors. For instance, when u = 0 and b → 0 the magneti-
zation should vanish for any value of the temperature. From
this follows the requirement
lim
y→0
G±(x, y) = 0. (6)
Moreover, Eq. (2) must be recovered in the limit u → 0 with
B finite, meaning that
G±(x, y) ∼ xβF±
(
y
xβδ
)
(7)
for x  1 and y  1 with y/xβδ finite. We then expect two
different scaling regimes depending on whether
b 	 bc ⇒ multidomain phase,
b  bc ⇒ ferromagnetic scaling region,
(8)
the crossover field scaling with u as bc = hc/J ∝ uωδ . In
the first regime the equilibrium magnetization is a smooth
function (essentially a straight line for Fe films on Cu) of the
applied field. In the second regime (b  bc) standard critical-
ity expressed by Eq. (2) holds. Defining p(y) ≡ G+(0, y) =
G−(0, y), for τ = 0 one has
m
uω
= p
(
b
uωδ
)
. (9)
Finally, to be compatible with Eq. (4) the singular part of the
free energy must also be a generalized homogeneous function
and satisfy the relation
f
(
λ
1
β(1+δ) τ, λ
δ
1+δ b, λ
1
ω(1+δ) u
) = λ f (τ, b, u) ∀λ = 0. (10)
In the next sections the validity of the scaling ansatz pro-
posed in Eq. (4) will be confirmed studying the model Eq. (1)
by means of different approaches: mean-field approximation,
real-space renormalization group, Monte Carlo simulations.
IV. MEAN-FIELD THEORY
To analyze the mean-field approximation of Hamiltonian
Eq. (1), we consider the Landau-Ginzburg (LG) free energy
F [φ] = 1
2
∫
d2x
{
(J ∇φ(x))2 + r0φ2(x) +
¯λ
2
φ4(x)
}
+ g
2
∫
d2x
∫
d2x′
φ(x)φ(x′)
|x − x′|3 − h
∫
d2x φ(x),
(11)
where the scalar field φ(x) represents the out-of-plane spin
density in a magnetic thin film with easy axis perpendicular
to the film plane. Space variables x and x′ are assumed to be
dimensionless so that the constants J , r0, ¯λ, and h have the
units of an energy. The terms between curly brackets model
the ferromagnetic exchange interactions in the continuum
limit. In the vicinity of the critical point one has
r0 = T − T MFc,0 ,
¯λ = 13T MFc,0 ,
(12)
where T MFc,0 is the mean-field transition temperature of the
unfrustrated model (with g = 0), for which the critical expo-
nents are well-known: β = 1/2 and δ = 3. Outside a limited
region in the (τ, h) parameters space, i.e., for h > hc, domain
states are not stable (they are either metastable or unstable)
and the uniform solution φ = φ0 is the equilibrium one [13].
The saddle-point equation for φ0 is
(r0 + ag g) φ0 + φ30 = h, (13)
where
ag =
∫
d2x
|x|3 . (14)
One can implicitly assume a lower cutoff so that the integral
above is not ill-defined. However, in the original functional
Eq. (11) the dipolar interaction is well-defined in the domain
of distributions. An explicit value can be assigned to the
constant ag considering the coarse-grained (magnetostatic)
description of the equivalent model, that is a slab of volume
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V uniformly magnetized out of plane. For this system the
demagnetizing energy is
Ed = 12μ0M
2V = 1
2
μ0μ
2
(
φ0
a3
)2
V. (15)
In the last equivalence a cubic lattice of constant a has
been assumed as well as the obvious relation M = μφ0/a3
between the macroscopic magnetization M and the uniform
spin density φ0 considered here. The demagnetizing energy in
Eq. (15) should equal the corresponding contribution in the
LG functional
Fd[φ] = g2
∫
d2x
∫
d2x′
φ(x)φ(x′)
|x − x′|3
= 1
2
μ0
4π
μ2
a3
φ20
∫
d2x′
∫
d2x
|x|3 ,
(16)
where in the second passage we have expressed the coupling
constant g in terms of the atomic magnetic moment and the
lattice unit. A one-to-one mapping can now be established
between individual terms in the Eqs. (15) and (16):
μ
a3
φ0 = M,
μφ0
∫
d2x′ = MV,
1
4π
∫
d2x
|x|3 = 1 .
(17)
Therefore, in this description, the constant in Eq. (14) is
ag = 4π . From the saddle-point Eq. (13) associated with a
uniform spin density φ0, we note that the presence of dipolar
interaction effectively lowers the critical temperature by an
amount 4π g, namely,
T MFc,g = T MFc,0 − 4π g. (18)
Even if deduced in a mean-field context, the correction to the
critical temperature provided by dipolar coupling is in excel-
lent agreement with the results of Monte Carlo simulations on
a square lattice summarized in Eq. (3).
Let us go back to the main purpose of this section of
verifying the validity of our scaling hypothesis within the
mean-field approximation. To this aim, we define z = φ0/u1/2
and divide both sides of the saddle-point Eq. (13) by u3/2 to
obtain (
a0
τ
u
+ a1
)
z + z3 = h
u3/2
, (19)
where a0 and a1 are numerical constants. Therefore, we obtain
φ0 = u1/2G±
( |τ |
u
,
h
u3/2
)
, (20)
which is consistent with the scaling hypothesis proposed in
Eq. (5), with a mean-field dipolar critical exponent ω = 1/2
characterizing the dipolar relevant field u.
V. REAL-SPACE RENORMALIZATION GROUP
APPROACH (RSRG)
A fundamental requirement for the consistency of the
scaling hypothesis in Eq. (4) is that the variable u be a relevant
field within a renormalization-group (RG) approach. In the
following we demonstrate that this is indeed the case using
the Niejmeijer and van Leeuwen RSRG technique [19] and
its extension to include long-range interactions [20]. For the
sake of simplicity, we prove this only for the B = 0 case,
the extension to B = 0 being straightforward. Defining H ≡
−βH , from Eq. (1) we have
H = K1
∑
〈i,j〉
SiSj − K2
∑
i =j
SiSj
r3ij
, (21)
namely, K1 = βJ and K2 = βg. We divide the system into
Kadanoff blocks with  spins, so that the rescaling length
of the RG transformation is l = √. To each block I we
assign a block spin S ′I = ±1. Defining the renormalized block
Hamiltonian as
H′ = K ′1
∑
〈I,J 〉
S ′I S
′
J − K ′2
∑
I =J
S ′I S
′
J
r3IJ
, (22)
where rIJ is the distance between blocks I and J measured
in units of the rescaled length l, we obtained the recursion RG
equations
K ′1 = K ′1(K1,K2), (23)
K ′2 = K ′1(K1,K2),
for each block set. In Fig. 2 we show the different Kadanoff
blocks used in the RG calculation. The details of the RG
implementation are given in the Appendix. It is immediate
to see that K2 = 0 implies K ′2 = 0. Therefore, the nontrivial
fixed point of the RG Eqs. (23) is located at (Kc, 0), with
Kc determined by the equation K ′1(Kc, 0) = Kc. In the RG
approach, this fixed point corresponds to the critical tempera-
ture, i.e., T RGc,0 = J/kBKc is the transition temperature of the
unfrustrated model under the present approximation. Still in
zero magnetic field, the RG equations linearized around this
critical point are given by the matrix⎛
⎝ ∂K ′1∂K1 ∂K ′1∂K2
∂K ′2
∂K1
∂K ′2
∂K2
⎞
⎠
K1=Kc,K2=0
=
⎛
⎝ λτ ∂K ′1∂K2
∂K ′2
∂K1
∂K ′2
∂K2
⎞
⎠
K1=Kc,K2=0
,
where λτ is the so-called thermal eigenvalue (see the Ap-
pendix). From Eq. (A3) we have
∂K ′2
∂K1
∣∣∣∣
K1=Kc,K2=0
= 0,
and, therefore, the eigenvalue associated with the dipolar-
coupling constant (in units of kBT ) K2 is given by
λu = ∂K
′
2
∂K2
∣∣∣∣
K1=Kc,K2=0
= 1
l3
[M (Kc)]2, (24)
where M (K ) is given in Eq. (A6). It is also easy to see that
the field eigenvalue is given by λb = M (Kc).
The main idea behind the present approach is that eigenval-
ues of the RG equations linearized around a nontrivial fixed
point that are larger than one correspond to relevant fields
[2,4,7]. The aim of this section is, thus, to prove that λu > 1.
Typically, eigenvalues associated with relevant fields display a
power-law dependence on the size of the Kadanoff blocks that
are specific of the implemented renormalization procedure
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(a)
(b)
Λ = 9Λ = 7Λ = 3
Λ = 13 Λ = 19
Λ = 13
Λ = 4 Λ = 5 Λ = 9
Λ = 16
FIG. 2. Kadanoff blocks for different values of used in the RG
approach for (a) triangular lattice and (b) square lattice.
[21]. The relative exponents are directly related to physical
critical exponents (see below).
We calculated the eigenvalues for different values of ,
both for the triangular and the square lattices shown in Fig. 2.
Since the critical exponents are expected to be independent
of the lattice structure, we could expect the general trend of
the eigenvalues with l to be the same for both lattices. We
now make a change of variables from (K1,K2) to (τ, u),
with u = K2/K1, τ = Kc/K1 − 1. Then, neglecting in first
approximation the nondiagonal element of the RG matrix and
assuming
λτ ∼ lyτ , λb ∼ lyb , λu ∼ lyu
(where we have included now a finite magnetic field), it is easy
to show that the singular part of the free energy should scale,
close to the critical point, as
f (lyτ /dτ, lyb/db, lyu/du) ≈ l f (τ, b, u), (25)
with d = 2 being the dimensionality of the system. Hence,
comparing the equation above with Eq. (10) one obtains that
yτ = 2
β(1 + δ) =
1
ν
, (26)
yb = 2δ1 + δ , (27)
yu ≈ 2
ω(1 + δ) . (28)
FIG. 3. Thermal and dipolar eigenvalues vs. the scale length l.
(a) λτ . (b) λu.
While the first two equations are well-known, to the best
of our knowledge, the third Eq. (28) is not reported in the
literature. This last equation allows relating the dipolar critical
exponent ω to the other exponents.
As a consistency check of our RG approach, we first
calculated λτ as a function of l =
√
. Figure 3(a) shows that
λτ displays the expected power-law behavior (line in a log-log
scale). A linear fitting combining the data for both the square
and the triangular lattice yields the exponent yτ = 0.89, rea-
sonably close to the exact value yτ = 1. We then proceeded
considering the behavior of the eigenvalue associated with
the dipolar coupling, of our interest. Figure 3(b) shows λu
as a function of l. As one can see, λu is actually smaller
than one for small values of l, because λu = λ0 lyu with λ0 <
1. However, this eigenvalue also clearly obeys a power-law
behavior, which indicates that λu becomes larger than one
when sufficiently large Kadanoff blocks are considered [20].
In this sense, the crucial result of this section is that yu > 0,
which confirms the assumption of u being a relevant field.
The exponent resulting from the fit of the λu eigenvalues
computed for different lattices is yu = 0.33. From Eqs. (26)–
(28) this implies ω = 1.015. For completeness, it is worth
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mentioning that the same calculation for the field eigenvalue
λb yields a critical exponent δ = 4.97, very different from
the exact result δ = 15. Hence, the value of ω resulting from
this RG calculation can deviate significantly from the estimate
of the same critical exponent obtained from Monte Carlo
simulations.
We note that the nondiagonal structure of the RG matrix
implies that the eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalues
λτ and λu are actually not orthogonal. Taking this into account
[19] would produce a correction in the critical temperature
T RGc,0 = J/kBKc, which scales linearly with the strength of
dipolar coupling g. Even without developing the calculation
in details, the outcome would then be consistent with our
Monte Carlo and mean-field results [see Eqs. (3) and (18)]. A
second consequence of the nonorthogonality of eigenvectors
is a correction in Eq. (28), which could lead to an improved
estimate of the critical exponent ω.
One may wonder whether a scaling ansatz similar to that
of Eq. (4) could be used to characterize the crossover to the
modulated phase realized for b 	 bc [see Eq. (8)]. That would
imply the existence of an associated nontrivial fixed point in
the RG equations, as well as some attractor associated with the
modulated ground state. We tried to explore this possibility
within the present RG approach. We observed that, at least for
the smallest cluster sizes (up to = 5, where the problem was
easy tractable), the approach breaks down when one departs
from the ferromagnetic region, because the RG equations
become singular for large values of the dipolar coupling g.
That behavior could be just a spurious effect of the present
RSRG approach, but it could also indicate the absence of
a simple second-order critical point. The second alternative
suggests that there is no second-order phase transition at all
in the modulated phase. Indeed, many theoretical works point
in this direction, the most probable scenario being something
similar to a Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition [14,22].
VI. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
Monte Carlo simulations were performed using Hamil-
tonian Eq. (1) on a square lattice comprising N = L × L
sites, with L = 200 for all simulations; periodic boundary
conditions were assumed and handled implementing Ewald
sums. We calculated the total magnetization m = ∑〈Si〉/N
(where 〈Si〉 stands for the statistical average) as a function
of h at T = Tc,0 ≈ 2.27J for h > hc and different values
of u = g/J . The critical field hc was estimated, either by
direct calculation of the corresponding order parameters (for
small values of J/g) or by a zero-field cooling—field-cooling
procedure, as described in Ref. [8]. At the beginning of each
MC run we let the system equilibrate over 1000 Monte Carlo
Steps (MCS) and then average over 1000 sampling point taken
every 100 MCS along a single MC run.
In Fig. 4(a) we show the simulated magnetization curves
as a function of h for different values of J/g computed at
T = Tc,0. In Fig. 4(b) we show a scaling plot of m/uω vs.
h/uωδ for the same data set assuming ω ≈ 1/10 and δ = 15.
The excellent collapsing of data confirms the scaling relation
Eq. (9), which descends directly from the proposed scaling
hypothesis Eq. (5).
FIG. 4. Monte Carlo simulations for L = 200, T = Tc,0 and
different values of J/g. (a) Magnetization as a function of h. Data
collapse of the same magnetization curves for ω = 0.1 ± 0.002
(δ = 15).
VII. DISCUSSION
We proposed an extension of the textbook scaling ansatz
for ferromagnets that applies to the realistic situation in which
the formation of magnetic domains—promoted by dipolar
interaction—renders the Curie point technically unreachable.
This ansatz is based on the assumption that the dipolar cou-
pling acts as a relevant field, in the sense of renormaliza-
tion group. This implies that a dipolar critical exponent ω
needs to be introduced, besides the traditional ones related
to the ferromagnetic-to-paramagnetic phase transition. The
most reliable estimate of this exponent is the one resulting
from Monte Carlo simulations, i.e., ω ≈ 1/10. In fact, in
this respect, the accuracy of mean-field theory and real-space
renormalization-group approach is notoriously poor even for
the unfrustrated model [4,21]. However, both these analytic
approaches support the basic assumption of dipolar coupling
being a relevant field.
Since dipolar interactions are ubiquitous and unavoidable
in real magnets, our results suggest that long-range ferromag-
netic order should be regarded as a crossover phenomenon.
In other words, in the realm of equilibrium thermodynamics,
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the scaling behavior associated with the onset of long-range
ferromagnetic ordering should be observable in the neigh-
borhood of the putative critical point, but not too close to
it. In fact, when the latter is approached by letting all the
relevant fields (τ, b, u) go to zero, phases with modulated
magnetization intervene that display a nonsingular behavior
of the ferromagnetic order parameter (m). In this perspective,
our results reconcile the Griffith’s theorem [5,6] and dipolar
frustration with the observation of criticality, at least for
ferromagnetic films magnetized out of plane.
Although the present work is only directly applicable to
such films, where only the isotropic part of the dipolar inter-
action acts, we hope that it will stimulate further investigations
aimed at validating the proposed scaling hypothesis Eq. (5) for
3D magnets.
In a broader perspective, the model studied by us is a
special case of a class of models in which a generic exponent α
is assumed for the power decay of the long-range interaction
[14,23–25]. Beside the case with α = 3, another interaction
that possesses an experimental counterpart is the Coulomb
interaction (α = 1), for which the model is called Coulomb-
frustrated ferromagnet. In both cases, with α = 3 and α = 1,
the competition between the long-ranged antiferromagnetic
interaction and the short-ranged ferromagnetic interaction
leads to the formation of a modulated ground state, whose
elementary excitations are described by an elastic-like Hamil-
tonian associated with the displacement of domain walls. In
the limit in which the coupling of the long-ranged interaction
(our g) is much smaller than J , such excitations are gapless,
implying that the modulated phase lacks positional order at fi-
nite temperature for 2D systems [14,22,26]. This suggests that
not even a kind of staggered magnetization may display 2D-
Ising critical behavior observed, instead, when the uniform
phase is enforced by an external field (main result of Ref. [8]).
The thermodynamics of this class of models is dictated by
the temperature dependence of multiple characteristic length
scales [16,27]. To the best of our knowledge, only the period
of modulation L has been studied extensively in ferromagnetic
films [11,18,28,29]. In particular, the relation m/h ∼ L was
conjectured to hold for the modulated phase and supported
by experimental results in Ref. [8]. Therein, this fact was
used to mark a separatrix between the region in which the
magnetic susceptibility of Fe films depended smoothly on T
(modulated phase) and where it obeyed a critical behavior
(uniform phase). Distinguishing between these two regimes
was crucial to estimate the δ critical exponent experimentally.
Indeed, this separatrix is the analog of the “disorder line”
introduced Ref. [27]: when crossing such a disorder line no
phase transition occurs but observables, like the susceptibility,
may display a crossover. As anticipated, in these models
the presence of multiple temperature-dependent length scales
is expected to trigger self-generated glassiness [15–17] and
avoided criticality. The second wording is used in situations in
which a second-order critical point occurring in the absence
of frustration is replaced by a modulated phase as soon as
an infinitesimal amount of (power-law decaying) frustration is
considered [30,31]. The Coulomb-frustrated ferromagnet [37]
was originally proposed to study charged stripes in cuprate
high-Tc superconductors [30,32]. A nonexhaustive list of
other pattern-forming systems for which the phenomenology
of avoided criticality has been proposed comprises magnetic
films, ferrofluids, diblock copolymers, amphiphilic solutions,
systems undergoing Turing-like phase separating chemical
reactions [31,33–36]. The approach presented here could po-
tentially help understand the complex phase diagram of all
these physical systems.
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APPENDIX: REAL-SPACE RENORMALIZATION GROUP
IMPLEMENTATION
Following Niejmeijer and van Leeuwen prescription, we
first divided the Hamiltonian Eq. (21) into two parts: H =
H0 + V , where H0 =
∑
I HI0 and V =
∑
I =J VIJ ; HI0 in-
cludes only the interactions between spins inside the block
I , whereas VIJ includes the interactions between spins be-
longing to different blocks I and J . We also denoted SIi
(i = 1, . . . ,) the site spins belonging to the block I . The
renormalized Hamiltonian Eq. (22), in the first order cumulant
approximation [19,20] is then given by
H′ =
∑
I =J
〈VIJ 〉0, (A1)
where
〈O〉0 = 1
Z0
Tr{SIi }P
({
SIi
}
,
{
S ′I
})
exp[H0({SIi })]O, (A2)
with
Z0 = Tr{SIi }P
({
SIi
}
,
{
S ′I
})
exp[H0({SIi })]
and
P
({
SIi
}
,
{
S ′I
}) = ∏
I
1
2
[
1 + S ′I sgn
(
∑
i=1
SIi
)]
,
is the weight function which characterizes the majority rule
recipes. We will use this expression also when  is an
even number, meaning that P assigns the values S ′I = ±1
with probability 1/2 to spins configurations with zero mag-
netization in the block. In particular, it is easy to see that
〈SIi 〉0 = ai ( K ) S ′I , where ai ( K ) does not depend on the block
I . Assuming now that [20] rij ≈ l rIJ for rIJ > 1, replacing
into Eqs. (21) and (A1), and comparing with Eq. (22), after
some straightforward algebra we find
K ′2 =
K2
l3
[∑
i∈I
ai ( K )
]2
, (A3)
K ′1 = K1
′∑
i∈I
′∑
j∈J aiaj − K2
∑
i∈I
∑
j∈J
1
r3ij
aiaj + K ′2,
(A4)
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where I and J in the last equation are nearest-neighboring
blocks. The first pair of sums (primed sums) in Eq. (A4) run
over nearest-neighboring sites i and j , while the second pair
run over all sites in both blocks. Other useful block-dependent
quantities were calculated, such as
L(K ) ≡
′∑
i∈I
′∑
j∈J aiaj
∣∣∣∣∣
K1=K,K2=0
(A5)
and
M (K ) ≡
∑
i∈I
ai ( K )
∣∣∣∣∣
K1=K,K2=0
. (A6)
For instance, the ferromagnetic (short range) critical point
is determined by L(Kc) = 1 and the corresponding thermal
eigenvalue λτ = l1/ν by
λτ = ∂K
′
1
∂K1
∣∣∣∣
K1=Kc,K2=0
= 1 + Kc dL
dK
∣∣∣∣
K=Kc
. (A7)
We see that, to determine the stability of the ferromagnetic
fixed point under the present approximation we just need the
quantities
a′i (K ) = ai (K, 0) =
〈
SIi
〉
0|S ′I=1,K1=K,K2=0. (A8)
Let us consider a simple example for  = 5, which cor-
responds to a cross-shaped Kadanoff block [see Fig. 2(b)].
Suppose that we label i = 0 the central site and i = 1, 2, 3, 4
the external sites of the block. By symmetry, the coefficients
a′i (K ) = ae(K ), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, are all equivalent. Then from
Eqs. (A2) and (A8) we obtain
ae(K ) = e
4K + e−4K + 2e2K + 2e−2K
6 + e4K + e−4K + 4e2K + 4e−2K (A9)
and for the central site
a′0(K ) =
6 + e4K − e−4K + 4e2K − 4e−2K
6 + e4K + e−4K + 4e2K + 4e−2K . (A10)
Between two neighboring blocks there are three first-
neighbor bonds. Hence, L(K ) = 3[ae(K )]2 and M (K ) =
4ae(K ) + a0(K ). For large clusters the functions ai (K ) can
be obtained with the aid of symbolic manipulation programs,
for clusters of size up to  ≈ 20 (see Fig. 2).
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